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LETTER TO THE EDITOR

NETWORKS DEATH
SPIRAL
It seems to me that Australian power systems are heading into a death spiral resulting from
installing large amounts of expensive and unreliable wind and solar power. For years, the
Australian electricity market has subsidised and promoted “renewable energy” such as solar and
wind power because of a belief that it would make a substantial reduction in carbon dioxide
emissions at a low cost. The trouble is that they reduce carbon dioxide by such a small amount
it turns out to be an extremely expensive way of reducing CO2.
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he subsidies are driven by a mistaken belief that man-made
carbon dioxide causes dangerous global warming. Few people
realise that the evidence supporting this belief is very weak
and almost entirely depends on the output of computer models
that predicted that, by now, the world would be 0.5° warmer than
it actually is. This serious error in their predictions proves that the
models are worthless. Further evidence is provided by the fact that
nobody has succeeded in providing convincing evidence that manmade carbon dioxide causes dangerous global warming. (If anybody
has such evidence, there is a NZ$6000 prize waiting for them at the
website of the New Zealand Climate Science Coalition.)
DOES NOT REWARD GENERATORS
A critical error in setting up the electricity market is that it does not
reward generators that can guarantee to be available over peak
demand periods over generators that cannot. The market simply pays
all generators the same price - the spot price - for every kilowatt hour
they generate in each period. In a rational market, generators that
reliably provide electricity over peak demand periods should receive
an additional payment for this essential service.
As a result of the subsidies and privileges and the shortcomings
of the electricity market, many wind farms and solar installations
have been developed and handsomely rewarded their promoters.
These installations cannot guarantee to provide power when it is
needed and their output can increase or decrease very rapidly. They
destabilise the power system and massive additional expenditure is
required to provide the power needed when the wind doesn’t blow
and the sun isn’t shining and to provide for rapid increases in system
output when wind drops suddenly or a cloud crosses the sun. These
costs are passed on to the consumer, not, as they should be, to the
wind and solar farms that caused the problem.
UNECONOMIC SOURCE OF ELECTRICITY
Domestic solar power is a classic example of how subsidising an
uneconomic source of electricity drives us towards an unsustainable
system that can only end in disaster.
It works this way: those who purchase roof mounted solar cells
substantially reduce their electricity consumption and, in many
cases, export surplus electricity back into the system when the sun
is shining and household demand is low. In many cases, they will be
credited for this export power whether or not the system needs it at
the price they pay to purchase electricity.
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The fact is that more than 50% of the cost of electricity is to pay
for the generation and transmission system. In an ideal world,
this would be charged for on the basis of the consumer’s peak
demand but, for various reasons, it is included in the charge for
energy (kWh). So if somebody reduces their electricity purchases
by 50%, without, as often happens, reducing their peak demand
at all, they are not paying their fair share of the cost of generation,
transmission and distribution that keeps their lights on. These
costs must still be met so the electricity charges to everybody on
the system have to be increased to cover the shortfall. This increase
in retail charges provides more inducement to install solar cells and
this exacerbates the problem and increases electricity charges.
FAILS TO MEET PEAK DEMAND
In the end, electricity becomes unaffordable to poor people
and, because the market provides insufficient income for the
generators making up the shortfall, the electricity supply becomes
more and more expensive and, more and more often, fails to meet
peak demand.
When this happens, the electricity consumers will begin to realise
that large-scale wind and solar power can never provide a reliable
and economic supply and they will revolt against the politicians
and insist that the electricity industry leaders who were misled into
promoting renewable energy are fired. But the new team will be
faced with a difficult and expensive job. They will have to reduce or
abolish all subsidies, persuade generating companies to build new
clean and efficient power stations burning fossil fuels and write off
huge expenditures on transmission lines that are no longer needed.
They may even be forced to compensate the people who rorted the
subsidies by installing wind farms and solar cells.
CONCLUSIONS
It could easily be 20 years to re-establish the rational system
producing cheap reliable electricity that the renewable energy
enthusiasts destroyed.
The options are clear and simple: abandon the subsidies as soon as
possible or sit on your hands and watch the situation getting worse
and worse until, in the end, the consumers and taxpayers revolt.
What those in charge of the electricity industry need to learn
is that large-scale wind and solar power using current technology
have no future in a system whose objective is a reliable and
economic supply.
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